
NSS REGULAR ACTIVITIES/CELEBRATIONS

National service scheme has given a platform to serve the society and bring happiness and smile on

many faces. We created a hub to deliver service to the society by showcasing our talents. So, it’s not

simply an association; it’s a reason to achieve our objectives and carry on the legacy for the coming

years.

Registration and Orientation:
The registration procedure for the academic year (2018-2019) was started by NSS volunteers in

the month of August, 2018. In this process the volunteers accompanying with their POs, joined a

total of 452 volunteers (247 boys and 205girls) in four units for new session. An orientation

program was conducted to welcome and guide the new NSS volunteers. One of the essential

parts for  the  success  of  any  organization  is  the  acquaintance  of  its  members  with  the

organization, its functions and objectives.



Swachhata Pakhwada:



In this sequence the volunteers organized a

rally to create the awareness about cleanliness.

They also run a Door to Door Campaign to awake

the people about the disease which generate due to

lack of  cleanliness.  They  make  sure  to  them  to

become the active participant of this movement

because every  operation  demands  the  individual

participation which starts from household level. The

volunteers also participated in intensive cleanliness

at  different sites and organized a Swachhta
Awareness Rally.

International Youth Day:

International Youth Day (IYD) on 12h August is

designed  by United Nations  to  draw attention  to  a

given set  of cultural  and legal  issues around young

generation.  Youth need safe spaces where they can

come together, engage in activities related to their

diverse needs and interests, participate in decision

making processes and freely express themselves.

When youth have safe spaces to engage, they can effectively contribute to development,

including peace and social cohesion. Every year IYD it is celebrated with a theme and for year

2018 it is ‘Safe Space for Youth’.



On this occasion a motivational lecture about safe use

of technology was performed by Dr. Bishnoi  and Dr.

Sangeeta (NSS POs). The volunteers took oath to

avoid the misuse of technology particularly smart

phones. The volunteers  also  aware  the  people  about

traffic rules like using seat belt, not to cross speed limit

etc.  They  also presented  flowers  as  a  token  of

appreciation  to  safe drivers and followers of road

safety.

This event was made unforgettable by; Chief Guest Dr. Mahender Singh who delivered a

lecture about  the glorious past  of  India.  He reminded us  that  this  independence is  result  of

sacrifice of various known and unknown warriors and it is our prime responsibility to preserve

this. The volunteers expressed their feeling toward nation through patriotic song, speeches and

cultural activities and the event was closed with National Anthem.



Sadbhawana Diwas :
Sadbhavana Diwas is celebrated on 20th August, every year in the memory of Rajiv Gandhi who

dreamed to make India a developed country. His vision of making India a developed country is

clearly seen by the number of economic and social works for the country. His enthusiastic and

inspiring words quoted for the country development during his speech are still remembered at his

birth anniversary. His quotations are very inspiring which motivate the youths of the country to

lead India. One of his quotations is as follows: “India is an old country, but a young nation; and

like the young everywhere, we are impatient. I am young and I too have a dream. I dream of an

India, strong, independent, and self-reliant and in the forefront of the front ranks of the nations of

the world in the service of mankind.” On this occasion the volunteers are advised to work for the

emotional oneness and harmony of all the people of India regardless of caste, region, religion or

language.

Raksha Sutra Rakhi:

As a part of Rakhi Celebration, the volunteers

tied a Raksha Sutra to the trees of campus.

They were advised to save trees and stop

environment degradation  because  “there  is

only  one  earth  to share and to care”. They

promised to protect the trees and contribute in

afforesting.



Plantation Drive:
The plantation programme was organised (28/08/2018) in sports complex and ground of

Dayanand College, Hisar by NSS units in collaboration with Mission Green Foundation. The

event  was commenced with planting by our worthy Principal, Dr. Manju Arora who also

conveyed a message of not only planting the new trees but also to protect and flourish them. The

inspiration was given

by Yogi Sahjanand ji. He said that trees remain

with us from birth to death so we should save

them and decorate earth by planting beautiful trees rather than destroying and cutting trees. It

was a very successful drive. The students also took oath to save the trees.

Teacher’s Day:
Teachers’ day is celebrated across the world on

various dates. In India, Teachers’ day is celebrated

on 5th September, the birthday of the former

President Sarvepalli  Radhakrishnan,  a  well-

known  scholar, teacher and promoter of

education. On this special day, students celebrate

the contribution of teachers in

their lives and shaping up the society. The classrooms across the nation burst into colours with

decorations, cultural programmes, greetings and what not. The first Teachers’ Day was celebrated

in 1962. The volunteers celebrated this day by gifting beautiful teacher’s day cards and gifts to

the teacher as tokens of love and respect and they receive the blessings of their teachers. They

thanks the teachers for lighten their path and to make aware them about the difference between

good and bad.



National Service Scheme Day:
National Service Scheme, under the Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports Govt. of India,

popularly known as NSS, was launched on Gandhiji's Birth Centenary. NSS was  formally

launched on 24th September, 1969 so 24 September is celebrated every year as NSS Day with

appropriate programmes & activities followed by NSS Week, up to 2nd October.

On this occasion, Sh. Sajjan Singh, a social

reformer and  activist  was  chief  guest  who  was

welcomed by principal Dr.  Manju Arora and NSS

POs along with all  volunteers.  Sh.  Singh gave the

message to the students to avoid the drugs because a

healthy  young can contribute in national

development. The principal madam also addressed

to the volunteers and appreciated  their  efforts  in

society. Self Defense Training: The self defense

training  was  organized by NSS of Dayanand

College, Hisar on 27th September,  2018  in
Mahatma  Hansraj  Hall.  On one side, girl’s

volunteers were trained with different tricks of self

defending  while  on  another  side  boy’s volunteers



made this event successful through their proper and

disciple management.



The chief guest of this event was Smt. Renuka Bisnoi who inspired the girls to move forward.

She added that really there are a lot of problems with girls in their way but they can take over all

with firm determination. By telling the importance of women education she said that education is

only but most effective weapon to conquer these difficulties. The trainer explained that women

are stronger than males but there is need to recognize this ability. A girl can save herself from

any wrong situation by keeping a little attention of mind and using defensive technique rather

than afraid the power of a man or any other who is in front of her.

Rashtria Swachhta Diwas/Gandhi Jayanti:
There  is  a  mega campaign entitled “Swachh

Bhart Abhiyan” in India to achieve the

complete open defection free status as well as

to improve the condition of sanitation and

cleanliness.

To reach the determined goal, 2nd   October

(Gandhi   Jayanti)   is   marked   as   Rashtriya

Swachhta Diwas by the government. The NSS units of college celebrated this day by cleaning

the campus and its nearby sites. The volunteers also addressed with a message that sooner or

later, we will have to recognize that earth has rights, to live without pollution and it is our prime

duty to protect it and not to harm its natural beauty. The students were also directed to download

swachhta app by municipal committee representatives.

Communal Harmony Week:

Communal Harmony celebration is celebrated by

National Foundation for Communal Harmony

(NFCH). In 2018, Communal Harmony Week was

observed from 19th-25th November. On this occasion,

NSS volunteers and programme officers distributed the

stickers with mark of communal harmony.



The all girls and boys volunteers participated in this event with enthusiasm. They were also advised

to help those persons who become the

victims  of  natural  and  social  hazard  and

disaster and they should work for oneness

and humanity rather than any particular

religion, society or caste. Because the

nation voted we to power to see unity and

communal harmony, not for any division or commonality and we should know our own roles.

We should also know the roles that others play, and the rules such roles follow.

Participation in National Integration Camp:

The two selected volunteers namely Mukesh
Kumar and Sonika attended the National

Integration Camp (NIC) which was organized by

Jamia Milia Islamiya University, Delhi on 24-30
January, 2019. In this celebration, they met with

volunteers who had come from different parts of

the country. They shared their tradition and culture,

experiences, and knowledge with each other. The

Haryanavi dance team stood on first position and

Sonika was one member of this team. They also run a cleanliness drive in campus and

surrounding areas.

Participation in District Level Republic Day Celebration:

Some NSS volunteers participated in district level Republic Day celebration organized in

Mahavir Stadium and performed various demonstrations of Red Cross Society.



Participation in Swachhta Awarness Rally: 
The NSS volunteers participated in Swachhta

Awarness Rally on 12 January, 2019 organized by

Municipal Committee, Hisar. The rally was started

from old govt. college, ground. The volunteers 

inspired to the people by various slogans, placards

related to cleanliness. All volunteers performed their

part actively and they also made promise to make 

neat and clean to their

environment by cleaning

the surrounding areas.



ANNUAL CAMP SCHEDULE
(24-30 January, 2019)

Sr. No. Date Day Events

1. 24-01-2019 First

 Inaugural Ceremony & Morning ssembly
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Resource Person Lecture

2. 25-01-2019 Second

 Morning Assembly (Report, News &Thought)
 Group Discussion
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Resource Person Lecture
 Voter Awareness Rally

3. 26-01-2019 Third

 Morning Assembly (Report, News &Thought)
 Flag Hosting and celebration of Republic Day
 Resource Person Lecture
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Creative Events and Play

4. 27-01-2019 Fourth

 Morning Assembly (Report, News &Thought)
 Resource Person Lecture
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Swachhta Awareness Rally and Cleanliness

5. 28-01-2019 Fifth

 Morning Assembly (Report, News &Thought)
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Blood Donation Camp
 Literacy Survey
 Cultural Activities and Rehearsal of Skit

6. 29-01-2019 Sixth

 Morning Assembly (Report, News &Thought)
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Scouts and Guide Training
 Resource Person Lecture
 Skit Performance

7. 30-01-2019 Seventh
 First Aid and Home Nursing Training
 Valedictory Function
 Distribution of Certificates & Prizes



Resource Persons and Other Dignitaries Who Interacted with Volunteers
Sr. No. Name Designation Institution

1. Prof. Anil Kumar
Pundhir Registrar,

Guru Jambheshwar Univesity of
Science and Technology, Hisar

2. Dr. Anup Singh Parmar Associate Professor & HOD Department of Geography,
Dayanand College, Hisar

3. Dr. Suman Sardana Principal Dayanand College, Hisar

4. Dr. Vikramjeet Singh Associate Professor & HOD
Department of Political Science,

Dayanand College, Hisar

5. Mr. Gourav Assistant Professor
Department of Political Science,

Dayanand College, Hisar

6. Dr. Mahender Singh Associate Professor & HOD
Department of History, Dayanand

College, Hisar

7. Dr. Pardeep Assistant Professor
Department of Political Science, M.D.

University, Rohtak

8. Dr. Sujata Sanghi Prof. &NSS Coordinator
Guru Jambheshwar Univesity of

Science and Technology, Hisar

9. Dr. Vijaypal Assistant Prof. and NSS PO
Guru Jambheshwar Univesity of

Science and Technology, Hisar

10. Dr. Hemant Assistant Professor
Department of Botany, Dayanand

College, Hisar

11. Dr. Sunita Lega Assistant Professor
Department of Chemistry,

Dayanand College, Hisar

12. Yogi Sahjanand Founder Mission Green Foundation, Hisar

13. Mr. Narender Upmanyu Director
Haryana Urdu Sahitya Akadmi,

Panchkula

14. Mr. Narender Yadav Director Nehru Yuva Kendra (NYK)

15. Sh. Rajesh Hindustani Social Activist Hisar

16. Sh. Tinu Jain MC, Member Municipal Corporation, Hisar

17. Sh. Kuldeep Soni Trainer Red Cross Society, Hisar

18.
Medical Officers

Officers
Life Line Charitable Blood Bank

Palwal



Annual Camp Report
(February, 24-30, 2019)

The four units of National service scheme (NSS), Dayanand College, Hisar organized

seven day annual camp in Satya Nager, Hisar under the supervision of Dr. Surinder Kumar, Mr.

Suresh Kumar Dr. Sangeeta and Ms. Manju Sharma. A total number of 166 volunteers (82 Boys

and 84 Girls) participated in this camp. The seven day annual camp was started on 24 th January,

completed on 30th January,  2019. Various invited resource persons from different  fields had

interacted with volunteers and graced the occasion.

24th January: Day First

The 24th January was the first  and starting day of annual  camp. The all  selected volunteers

assembled in Mahatma Hansraj Hall for inaugural function. Then they gathered in sports

complex for guidance and to carry on their decided

activities in Satya Nagar, Hisar which was

adopted  site  for  NSS camp.  On this  occasion,

Prof. Anil Kumar Pundhir, Registrar of Guru

Jambheshwar University of Science and

Technology, Hisar was chief guest and Dr.
Anup Singh Parmar, Head, Department of

Geography,

Dayanand College; Hisar graced the event as guest of honor. All programme officers and

volunteers welcomed them by presenting bouquet and flower sticks.

The students presented NSS song and clap in their respect. The camp was started with lamp

lighting ceremony by chief guest and other presented dignitaries. The chief guest addressed the

volunteers and appreciated NSS programme and its importance. He highlighted that NSS has

significance role in personality development and overall growth of the students by generating the

feeling of responsibility and leaders. This is a voluntary service to society and because of this its

motto is ‘Not Me But You’. Dr. Anup Singh Parmar and NSS programme officers presented

memento to chief guest. Then programme officer addressed the volunteers and underlined their

responsibility during camp. After this, Mr. Kuldeep Soni, trainer of Red Cross, told about first

aid and its importance in daily life. The girls and boys volunteers were grouped in to seven and

six groups respectively. The girls groups were named on the basis of Indian holy rivers

(Ganga,



Yamuna, Sarswati, Krishna, Godavari, Narmda and Mahandi) here boys were given the

name of great freedom fighters (Mahatma Gandhi, Subash Chander Bose, Chander Shekher
Azad, Bhagat Singh, Swami Vivekanand and Swami Dayanand Sarswati). On this day first

group of girls and boys performed as duty group. The day ended with national; anthem.

25th January: Day Second
The second day of the camp was started with prayer, report of the day and news. Then second

duty group members presented thought of the day which was discussed by all volunteers with

different perspective. Then first session was handled by Mr. Soni who told about various types of

wounds and injuries and their treatment as a compulsory part  of first aid and home nursing

training. He also highlighted the importance of blood donation and motivated the volunteers to

donate blood at least one time in life. Then resource person Dr. Vikramjeet Singh addressed the

volunteers on the occasion of Voter Day. He unearthed the amazing fact that even after being

largest democracy of the world, the voting participation of the country is unsatisfactory and only

youth can change this scenario. Then Mr. Gourav also gave the message to volunteers to run

their own government by giving maximum contribution in voting in various elections.

After lunch, Voter Awareness Rally was started by Sh. Tinnu Jain and then volunteers moved

toward Satya Nager with banners and placards in their hands and loud slogan shouting with all

programme officers and told the voting requirement to the people. All the volunteers actively

participated with great zeal and enthusiasm in the group discussion. In the end of the day,

national anthem was recited.



26th January: Day Third
The day was initiated with morning assembly. As being 70th Republic day on this date, the first

of all  flag hosting ceremony was performed in sports complex by chief guest Dr. Mahender

Singh and invited guest Dr. Pardeep along with NSS POs and volunteers. Then chief guest gave

the message of patriotism to the volunteers by glorifying our past. Dr. Pardeep also highlighted

the great Indian literature facts and historical existence of India. Various cultural activities such

as patriotic songs, speech, debate, a small skit on freedom fighters, comedy etc. were organized

on this occasion in which all volunteers performed very well. The first aid training was

continued by Mr. Soni. Then Dr. Mahender Singh, with his as usual interesting and brain

storming activities, he engaged all the volunteers in different tasks by dividing them in different

teams. The tasks involved development of various creative skills among volunteers such as how

to introduce someone or something, debate, memory testing, group discussions, story writing,

skits etc. After lunch the previous activities were continued and volunteers performed various

short plays on given topics.



Through all these activities he made the session quite vibrant and lively. He also inspired the

volunteers and inculcated in them a sense of self analysis, self confidence and introspection.

27th January: Day Fourth
The fourth day was started with morning

prayer “itni  shkti  hme  dena  data…in  the

presence of all programme officers. Then duty

group presented report and daily assignments.

In morning  session,  Mr.  Soni  discussed  about

drug addiction among youth and he advised to

avoid to all toxic things. He also added that

today new type of addiction has also emerged

among society particular in youth which is

Mobile Addiction.  It  has  destroyed  over

mental peace and development so we should

use  technology very  carefully  otherwise  the

technology which is designed for our comfort,

will surely make us restless  in  future.  In

second  session  after  tea break, Yogi
Sahjanand, discussed about Mission Green

with volunteers and stressed and pledged them

for not using the plastic. He asked the students

to  use  eco-friendly  things  in  our daily

activities. He also gave the slogan of “Mera

Thaila, Meri Shan”.



After lunch break, Swachata Abhiyan” was

started in Satya Nagar and all the NSS volunteers

were very excited for the symbolical cleanliness

drive to actually put it into practice. The all

volunteers participated in cleanliness with great

enthusiasm. They spotlessly cleaned the streets

of Satya Nagar within stipulated time and the

residents of the area were quite happy with their

efforts and hard work. After finishing the

mission, volunteers assembled in the ground.

The day ended with singing of National 

Anthem.

28th January: Day Fifth
With thanking the God for everything through prayer “Tu Pyar Ka Sagar Hai…. the fifth day

was followed by previous day report, news headlines and thought of the day. On this day, Blood

Donation camp was organized by NSS volunteers in association medical officers of with Life

Line Charitable Hospital, Palwal. Dr. Sujata Sanghi was chief guest of this event who started it

by  the ribbon  cutting  ceremony  with  volunteers  and  Dr.  Vijaypal  also  joined  them.  She

appreciated the donors and said that after donating blood we feel a satisfactory feeling of saving

someone life. On this occasion, 96 units of blood were donated in which 18 were girls

donors.All donors were given refreshment. Mr. Soni also inspired the youth and in his session he

explained the various types of bone fractures banded etc.



The girl  child  literacy survey was completed by girl’s  volunteers  together  with boys.  They

prepared a survey consisting general particulars of household and filled it by direct interview in

Satya Nager. It was an exciting analytical experience with the motive of analysis the girl and

women education. The volunteers actively participated in the survey and energetically performed

the task in due time and after completing this they submitted the schedule of survey to their

respective programme officers.



29th January: Day Sixth
The sixth duty group organized the all activities of sixth day and it was started with prayer of

God. Then report of previous day and thought of the day was presented. After news headline,

volunteers performed cultural  activities  like  moral  stories,  poems,  song etc.  Then  Mr.  Soni

continued his training of first aid. He told about the safety measures in case of snake biting,

inhaling the poisonous things, burning incidents, heart attack and bone fractures etc. He told that

when we meet any type of accident of our family, relatives or unknown, we should not afraid and

act with very carefully. We should help the victim with available material of surrounding us at

that time and after first aid, it is necessary to admit him or her in hospital.

In  evening session, skits on various themes or social issues were performed by volunteer’s

group. Dr. Mahender Singh and Mr. Manjeet were presented as judges of their skits. The

volunteers were given five to seven minutes to perform and it was very admirable that all group

completed its skit within given time with a meaningful message.

The current period is known for its technological advancement which moves around the youth so

main objective of three to four skits was to make alert the young generation about merits and

demerits of this mechanism. They accepted that this forwardness is main cause of increasing

distances between human being and losing social fraternity. Some of skit put stress on need of

girl’s education to eradicate the problem of dowry. After performance, judges selected two skits

for  first  and second prizes.  The first  position  was won by Subash Chander  Bose  group by

performance of Siksha Sbhi Ka Adhikar and second position was occupied by Ganga group with

her play named Aaj ka Smaj.



On this occasion Mr.  Narender Upmanyu  and

Mr. Rajesh Hindustani also interacted with

volunteers and delivered a message to work for

nation and its unity because only youth has that

power  which  can  break  the  nonsense  trends  of

society which is  run on the  name of  caste  and

religion.

30th January: Day Seventh
As usual, the day was started with prayer, report, thought of the day and news broadcasting by

volunteers. After this, volunteers shared their experience regarding seven day camp by telling

that camp propagated and instilled the value of dignity of labour in them and generated a feeling

of respect and responsibility toward society. Then demonstration regarding different types of

fractures was given by Mr. Soni with volunteer’s participation. He stressed that a first aider

should work with presence of mind and never tries to be a doctor. He also explained about scout

in detail and organized some game with volunteers.

The chief guest Mr. Narender Yadav was welcomed by worthy Principal Dr. Suman Sardana, Dr.

Yashu Tayal, volunteers and NSS Pos. He addressed the volunteers and admired their zeal and

dedication towards work.

In valedictory function, the winners of skit were

awarded by chief guest. The best girls and boys

volunteers of the camp as well as throughout the

session were rewarded. The all volunteers of

camp were given medal as a token of

appreciation. After lunch the students performed

cultural activities.

*****Closing Ceremony of Annual Camp*****



Drugs Free India Campaign:
The NSS units organized a programme on 16 February, 2019 named ‘Drugs Free India’ to

make aware to youth about the hazardous consequences of drugs addiction. On this occasion

resource person  Mr.  Samir  Jolly  was  welcomed  by  Principal  Dr.  Suman  Sardana,  NSS

programme officers and volunteers. In his addressing, Mr. Jolly said that the future of a nation

depends on its wealthy youth so the youth should keep themselves away from all types of toxic

things. Further he said that a sound mind rests in a sound body so the young generation should

avoid all those things that distract them from their goal or right track. After this inspiring talk, a a

token of love was presented to worthy chief guest by the dignitaries present on the stage.

Participation in Drugs Free India Campaign at GJU:

The volunteers also confirmed their participation in macro level initiation camping of Drugs Free

India organized by Guru Jambheahwar University of Science and Technology, Hisar on 19
February, 2019. This programme was addressed by Shri Shri Ravisankar about the hazardous

impacts of drugs addiction.

Redcross Camp:

The selected volunteers attended five day

camp organized by District Redcross Society,

Hisar at  HAU,  Hisar  from 25th February  to

march  1st 2019.  The  volunteers  were

introduced about importance, requirement and

necessity  of  first aid  training  and  many

motivational lectures were scheduled for them

like mobile addiction,



drug addiction. They also participated in various creative and cultural events.

Annual Athletic Meet:
All volunteers of NSS shared their efforts in Annual Athletic Meet College, organized on 1st

March, 2019 in sports ground of college. They participated in March Past with other participants

of the college and welcomed the chief guest.  They also involved themselves and performed

actively in other duties which are assigned to them

World Women Day:
The NSS volunteers celebrated World Women Day (8th March) 2019 in GJU&ST under the

banner of National Integrated Forum of Artists and Activities (NIFAA). In this event, they were

introduced about women empowerment.

State Level NSS Camp:
The four students from 1st and 2nd unit were deputed for participation in State Level NSS Camp

organised by Guru Jambheshwar University of Science & Technology on 22-28 March, 2019. In

this camp the volunteers namely Pawan, Mahesh, Samul and Naveen represented the college and

experienced a lot about duties and responsibilities of a volunteer toward the society.



Three teams of NSS volunteers participated 
in Swachh Bhart Summer Internship 2.0. 
The task 50 work hours of internship was 
completed within the given time period (10 
June -31 July, 2019) in village Kheri 
Bharkhi, Siswal and Sahapur by different
teams.

Remark
Undoubtedly, the gathering during any function makes the surrounding milieu very charming and 
when it is of youth, it becomes a golden movement. On one side, in all celebrations of NSS, the 
volunteers were introduced to various ways to achieve their goals, while on another side their 
participation was convinced in noble works of society as well as with generation of feeling of 
leadership, respect, co-ordination, team work. They enjoyed a lot and were confident that there is
a long way ahead.

Swachh Bhart Summer Internship 2.0:
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